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Overview:  
Rocket Rescue is a free roaming top-down twin stick shooter for the Nintendo Wii 

console. Three big ideas power Rocket Rescue, 1) Take the fundamental form of a twin-
stick shooter (the most successful genre of digital download games) and evolve it in 
simple, clever ways to reach a broader audience. 2) Take advantage of Wii Ware to tap 
an emerging market of nearly ten million in the U.S. alone without manufacturing or 
distributing costs. 3) Provide a compelling universe by allowing young players to be 
exactly what they want to be when they grow up: Firefighting policeman astronauts.  

As Captain Rusty Rocket, the player will lead his or her intrepid crew in daring 
rescue missions across the cosmos. In the universe of the 25th century, the Rocket 
Rescue Rangers guard the vast reaches of the galactic republic. Well trained and 
equipped, they respond to any emergency whether it is marooned ships, disappearing 
mining vessels, or dangerous plasma fires. The Rescue Rocket 7, commanded by 
Rusty Rocket, is an aging space firefighting rocket. Regardless, the crew is both 
committed and resourceful, often making the best of bad situations. This reputation has 
put Captain Rocket and his crew in line for commendation and a range of exciting new 
missions. When a string of unusual spaceship fires crop up in a particular quadrant of 
space, the crew of the Rescue Rocket 7 must uncover the plans of a nefarious arsonist 
(the Arsonaut) in order to save the day and perhaps the universe. 

Audience 
Rocket Rescue is aimed at children aged 8 to 18, squarely within the Nintendo 

Wii majority demographic and also targeting the age where kids are starting to consider 
their role in the world.  While the game will have a quirky and engaging storyline with 
gameplay appeal for all ages, testing will focus on kids in this age demographic. 

Platform 
The Nintendo Wii is uniquely suited as a delivery platform for Rocket Rescue for 

several reasons: 
• Motion Control – by controlling the movement of the ship with the nunchuck while 

orienting the vessel by pointing with the wii-mote, our game combines the wildly 
popular twin stick shooter design with something like a light gun game; 

• Digital Download – by utilizing digital download through the Wii as our primary 
distribution channel, we can greatly reduce production coast; 

• Wii Ware – gives a large set of nearly free tools with which to develop our game 
quickly and with a minimum costs of technology development in both time and 
money; 

• Broad Audience – The Wii’s strongest characteristic is its incredible popularity with 



broad audiences. Parents feel safe letting their kids play the non-violent games on 
the Wii and our game will carry that expectation through development. 

 

Game Mechanics:   

Core: The player controls the Rescue Rocket 7 --a small rocket fixed to the 
middle of the screen-- against a backdrop of a much larger space hulk in trouble. 
Imagine looking through the viewfinder of a camera where the crosshair is an animated 
rocket, and then imagine panning around a massive object too large to be captured in a 
single frame. The objective of each level is to address and repair dangers such as fire, 
debris, and floating crewmembers through the use of tools on the Rescue Rocket 7. Fire 
is the central danger to any ship. Fires will grow and spread as time progresses, and if 
they consume too much the ship, the player will fail. Debris must me dodged or pushed 
out the way by means of the foam cannon (consuming valuable foam). Marooned 
crewmembers can be sucked out of space by means of a vacuum attachment to the 
ship for bonus points and possible upgrades. By moving the rocket across the ship and 
extinguishing all of the fires before time runs out, the player will win the level.  

Challenge/Risk: The number and density of fires present adjust danger and 
challenge. Fires grow over time and the total number and intensity of fires present effect 
the status of the ship. Increasing debris and size of the maroon hulk also adjusts 
challenge. The player neither wants to collide with the fire or debris (causing herself 
damage) or run out of time. This will create a balance of required timeliness and caution. 
Also, rescuing crewmembers will increase the player’s score but will not necessarily 
help stop the fires consuming the ship.  

Reward Schedule: Whenever a fire is put out on the ship, an amount of time 
will be returned to the player depending on the size of the fire extinguished. A score is 
calculated based on the timeliness with which a player completes a stage and how 
many crewmembers are vacuumed out of space. A balance is struck here between 
player expediency (completion time adds to score) and number of crewmembers 
rescued (which adds less to score but also nets random benefits). 

Upgrades: Three primary upgrades are planned for the ship at this time. One 
(included in the demo) is scramjets that allow the rocket to launch itself high above the 
ship/stage for brief bursts of time. Two is a vacuum attachment that when activated will 
transform the foam cannon into a hose to suck up survivors floating in space. Three is a 
grappling hook. The grappling hook provides a tether to a large ship that is moving 
about constantly. It also allows for high speed turns executed by slingshot maneuvering. 

Level Design:   



 As a downloadable title, our team wants to keep the number of levels to a 
minimum to maximize gameplay in relation to download size. We think that an easily 
expandable toolset is key so that we can create more levels in the future to sell online 
should the product prove exceptionally popular with the online audience. The initial 
release is slated to have five levels: 

Level 1: Introduction to key play concepts without damage taken from fires and without 
a time limit. Within the scope of the narrative this may play out like a training simulation 
on a large feature-muted holographic ship. 

Level 2: This will be the first true mission for Rusty Rocket and crew. The ship size will 
be relatively small and the fires few in number. This will be the first level introducing 
time limits and fire damage. Our demo closely approximates this level of the game. 

Level 3: This mission will feature a larger ship with many more fires that make the ship 
hard to navigate at high speeds. In addition, there will be the addition of floating 
survivors that must be sucked up by manually switching the foam cannon to the vacuum. 

Level 4: This level will introduce use of the grappling arm as well as all previous 
elements in order to stay tethered to the moving ship and to help navigate the now 
heavily fire populated ship. 

Level 5: This level will include all previous elements, be the largest of the ships do far, 
and have randomly generated new fires set at specific intervals by “The Arsonaut.” 

Interfaces:  

There will be only two interfaces: the start screen and the actual gameplay 
screen. Story will be delivered by in-game transmission dialog similar to the classic 
game Starfox. The Start screen will allow the selection of: New Game, Load Game, 
Options, Exit. The actual game screen is to be minimalist with indicators for Time, 
Health, and remaining fires only. 

Art Style: 

 Rocket Rescue will feature an art style inspired by the popular children’s 
animation of the day like Bob the Builder and the blocky character styles of Pixar films. 
Our in game art is bright colorful and stimulating. We are striving for a robust color 
palate to offset the darkness of space. 



 

Music Style: 

 Rocket Rescue will feature a musical score comprised of both bombastic operatic 
scored in the vein of classic Sci-Fi space opera such as Battlestar Galactica and Star 
Trek as well as more subdued and techno inspired beats for in-mission challenges. 

Features List: 

• Innovative use of Wii-mote and Nunchuck in a never before seen 
control scheme. 

• Clever and interesting story merging the aesthetic of shows like 
Bob the Builder with the humor of Pixar. 

• Non-Violent gameplay using time tested game design. 
• Takes advantage and treads new ground in the most dominant 

genre for console-based online distribution. 



• Cost efficiency and small team size amounts to limited risk for 
huge rewards. 

 

Budget and Schedule 
For the feature list described above the project's development time is expected to be 
three months at a budget of $100,000 (this is equivalent to the extremely popular 
Geometry Wars’ budget). A team of four is required comprised of:  
 
• 2 Programmers (Gameplay and Engine) 
• 1 2D Artists (Game art and interface) 
• 1 Designer 
 

 

 


